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Abstract
Currently, the United States is experiencing a growth in the number of English
Language Learners. At the same time, the US economy has shifted to a more
knowledge based focus , making higher education a requirement (in order to be)
able to compete for higher paying jobs. Using a "scientifically validated
approach" (Short, Vogt, & Echevarria, 2008), the SIOP model is a framework for
instructing English Language Learners. This research targets research based
professional development for teachers, to provide the essential programming to
meet the literacy learning needs of the English Language Leamer.
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Introduction
In 1997, the U.S . congress asked the Director of the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) and the Secretary of Education
for a panel to be formed and commissioned them to seek out the approaches being
used to teach the country ' s children how to read. They were charged with
assessing the effectiveness of these strategies. This panel became known as the
National Reading Panel (N.R.P.). They included a total of fourteen people and
were represented, by what the government termed as, "leading scientists in
reading research, representatives from colleges of education, teachers, educational
administrators, and parents" (N.R.P., 1997). They met over a two year period.
According to the N.R.P. website, the process used to answer the question of how
children learn to read was three fold. First they reviewed databases to examine
the research on the process of reading acquisition. Second, focusing primarily on
experimental and quasi experimental designs they gathered data from testimony at
open hearings. Thirdly the opinions of those educational organizations concerned
with reading and reading issues were consulted.
Using their findings, this panel concluded that reading would be defined
more as mastering a set of individual skills. These skills included phonemic
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. The panel ' s
findings were influential in defining what reading was in the No Child Left
Behind Act (N .C.L.B. , 2002). According to Weaver (2009), the panel report
provided the U.S . government with a way to assess reading instruction for the
nation ' s children. Gilmore (2003), a critic of the N.R.P., stated their findings
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"falsely reified [reading] as a clearly distinct 'thing' that we can teach and test in
simple and standardized ways. Literacy is reduced to numerical reading scores,
percentiles, and grade levels." (p. 10). But reading is much more than a series of
events or skills to be learned. Reading involves making meaning of a text, of
understanding and comprehending an author' s message (Krashen, 2009; Lapp,
Fisher & Grant, 2008; Lynch, 2007; Neufeld, 2005; Weaver 2009). Tierney and
Readence (2005) define reading as :
The basic goals of reading are to enable children to gain an understanding of the world and of themselves, to develop appreciations
and interests, to find solutions to their personal and group problems,
and to develop strategies by which they can become independent
comprehenders. Logically, comprehension should be considered
the heart of reading instruction, and the major goal of that instruction
should be the provision of learning activities that will enable students
to think about and react to what they read-in short, to read for
meaning (p. 249).
In 2002, the U.S . 107th Congress passed Public Law 107- 110. This law
became known as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). Congress asserted
(N .C.L.B. , 2002) this was an act "To close the achievement gap with
accountability, flexibility, and choice, so that no child is left behind." One of the
cited goals ofNCLB was to ensure that the disadvantaged, including the limited
English proficient (LEP) students, obtained adequate academic proficiency.
NCLB defined LEP students as " . . . ages 3 to 21 , enrolled in elementary or
secondary education, often born outside the United States or speaking a language
other than English in their homes, and not having sufficient mastery of English to
meet state standards and excel in an English-language classroom" (NCLB Act of
2002).
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But to truly help English Language Learners (ELL ' s) to obtain adequate
academic proficiency, they must comprehend what they read. Instruction must
focus on effective comprehension strategies.

English Language Learners in Iowa
The number of English Language Learners (ELL's) in the United States,
and in Iowa, have been increasing fo r several years. Table 1 shows the rapidly
growing number oflowa' s ELL population as documented by U.S. Department of
Education' s survey of the states' limited English proficient students and available
educational programs and services for ELL' s from 2001-2008.
Table 1

Iowa Rate of ELL Growth

Year

Growth from 1997-98

2001-2002

65.8%

2002-2003

73.6%

2003 -2004

89.4%

2004-2005

79.3 %

2005 -2006

88.7%

2006-2007

152.4%

2007-2008

145.4%

Note. From Iowa rate of ELL growth [Source: United States Department of
Education and the Office of English Language Acquisition, Language
Enhancement, and Academic Achievement for Limited English Proficient
Students. Retrieved from:
http: //www.ncela.gwu.edu/files/uploads/20/Iowa G 0708.pdf
Purpose
Efforts to reform the educational system through N.C.L.B have not helped
students such as the English Language Leamer (Snow & Biancarosa, 2003).
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Traditionally, ELL ' s have received instructional delivery using the grammar
translation method, audiolingualism, or the communicative approach (Lems,
Miller, & Soro, 2010). These approaches help students to acquire the English
language, but students need to learn content knowledge along with learning the
English language. Content-based instruction (C.B.l.) addresses both learning
English and to build content knowledge using "a modified curriculum,
supplementary materials, and authentic assessments" (Lems, Miller, & Soro,
2010, p. 12.) Currently there are three such C.B.l. models: cognitive academic
language learning approach (C .A.L.L.A.), specially designed academic
instruction in English (S.D.A.l.E.), and sheltered instruction observation protocol

(S.1.0.P.).
Importance
In the United States, as well as in most industrial nations, the number
of culturally and linguistically diverse people have increased because of an
increase in immigration (Short, Vogt, & Echevarria, 2008; Snow & Biancarosa,
2003) and refugee resettlement programs (Cummins, 1993). The National
Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition illustrates the current trend of
dramatic growth of English Language Learners in the United States and the
much lower levels of growth in native English speaking students (see Figure 1).
Not only are the number ofELL's growing faster than native English
speakers, but their demographics are rapidly changing. Figure 2 illustrates the
dramatic change from traditional immigration states such as California, New
York, and Texas, to states such as Minnesota, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Indiana and
even Iowa.
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1991/98·-2007/08

401-

,.,.,.

----- ··•MZFigure 1. Growth of English Language Learners in the US [Source:Clearinghouse
for English Language Acquisition (NCELA)] Retrieved from :
http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/files/uploads/9/growingLEP 0708 .pdf

Of particular interest is Black Hawk County, Iowa, as the professional
development of this research project is designed to target specific schools in this
area. Like many counties in Iowa, the demographics have changed rapidly over
the past few decades. Table 2 provides a breakdown of the different groups living
in Black Hawk county in 2010 (Iowa Library Services, 2010). Professors Mark
Grey and Michele Devlin from the University of Northern Iowa spoke to Cedar
Valley leaders in September 2011 saying that because Iowa is becoming more
diverse, we [the state] need [needs] to "work to include the new immigrants, for
the sake oflongtime Iowans and the new ones" (Courier, September 25, 2011 ,
p.Al).
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Figure 2. The shifting demographics of English Language Learners in the United
States both in total numbers and in the growth of the language groups.[Source:
National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition (NCELA)] Retrieved
from: http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/files/uploads/9/growingLEP 0708.pdf

Terminology
In this text, the term English Language Leamer (ELL) will refer to those
students who are limited in English proficiency and need assistance and support in
language instruction and/or in the content area. Other texts may use various other
tenns. See table 3 for common terms used in this research.
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Table 2

Black Hawk County Diversity
Race/Group

Number

Percentage

White

112,215

85.6%

Black

11 ,640

8.9%

297

.2%

1,707

1.3%

201

.2%

Other

2,045

1.6%

Two or more races

2,985

2.3%

American Indian
Asian
Hawaiian/Pacific Island

Note. From:
http ://www.statelibraryofiowa.org/datacenter/arch ive/2011 /02/countyrace.pdf

Research Questions
Investigating the use of effective instruction for English Language
Learners was driven first by the research question, What are the research based
literacy strategies that teachers should know and be able to implement to best
instruct English Language Learners? Other areas of the literature that will inform
this research examines literacy acquisition and how English Language Learners
learn. Specifically, research in the literature will address the following areas:
What does it mean to be an English Language Leamer? What are the theoretical
grounding and frameworks in second language acquisition? and What literacy
practices will best serve this population of students? These findings will form the
basis for a staff development project, providing theoretical grounding and
strategies for effective comprehension instruction for English Language Learners.
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Table 3

Common terms
Term

Meaning

CBI

Content Based Instruction

Comprehension

Reading for meaning

EL

English learner

ELL

English language learner

ESL

English as a second language

Ll

The native language or mother tongue

L2

Language learned in addition to Ll

LEP

Limited English proficient

Metacognition

The ability of one to think about their own thinking.

NES

Non English speaking

NNS

Non- native speakers

S.1.0.P

Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology section of this paper describes the strategies used to find
information included for the literature review and project. The goal was to
include quality and reputable sources. The first step was to create an outline for
the literature review and project as a guide .

Methods.for locating sources
After having an outline as a guide, books were located from
reputable sources that were referred from educational professors. These sources
were from names of prominent and respected leaders in the field of language
acquisition, sheltered instruction, and research based reading strategies.
Next, locating journal sources using the major databases of
Education Full Text (Wilson) and ERIC (Ebsco) were used. Search terms
included the following key words and combinations of those words: reading

teacher, reading strategies, middle school, English language learners, reading
instruction, English (second language), middle school students, and middle school
teachers.
Researching using the backward snowball method was used.
This method looks at an original article's references to include other possible
articles of relevance. Another method used was the forward snowball
method. This method includes looking at a particular article and looking at other
sources that have cited that particular article and the number of times of being
cited. To obtain the cited information, Google Scholar was used.
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Methods for selecting sources
Books that were relevant to the research, were read, evaluated and
concluded that they reflected current best literacy practices. Books were chosen
whose authors were well respected in their fields and have been referred to and
cited by many others, both in other books and in articles.
Articles used were relevant to the research, were peer reviewed and were
current. Some articles selected include course assigned readings that were
applicable to the paper and project. Chosen articles were reread, important parts
highlighted and notes on key content taken.

The Project
The purpose of this research was to find research based strategies to aid
English Language Learners in their literacy development and to present these
strategies to colleagues. "Using the content based instruction (CBI) approach, all
teachers, whether ESL, bilingual, or content teachers, and regardless of their
instructional setting, need to know the language, strategies, and techniques for
teaching academic language to ELL ' s. By the way, these same techniques also
help in teaching native speakers of English" (Lems, Miller, & Soro, 2010 p. 12).
This project will be implemented during in-service dates for the 20132014 school year. The gradual release of responsibility model (Fisher & Frey,
2008) will be used to implement the research based strategies. The strategies
presented will aid in literacy development for English Language Learners.
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Review of the literature

The national economy needs to have citizens who are literate and educated
so that they can be productive members of society (Short, Vogt, Echevarria,
2008). The United States, employment opportunities are shifting to a more
knowledge based economy. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012
predict occupations that require a post- secondary education (healthcare, personal
care, and social assistance) are projected to grow the fastest, and from 2010-2020,
occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow 21. 7% (Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2012). This type of economy relies on a skilled and educated
labor force.
Since the NCLB Act has been put into effect, there has been an increase in
the number of ELL ' snot graduating and receiving their high school diploma,
mostly due to their failure in high stakes testing (Biancarosa & Snow, 2006 ).
This sets these students up for not being able to get the job and income that would
enable them to be more successful. Teachers are currently being challenged to
meet the requirements of NCLB and the challenge of educating a new and
growing population, the ELL population. Teachers must be adequately prepared
and continue to grow and change in their field to better assist students, which
must include how to meet the needs of the growing English Language Leamer
population. Pearson (2003) in his discussion of the role of literacy in education
also supports the importance of being prepared as a teacher for working with a
diverse linguistic population.
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As a profession, we have not met our responsibilities to ensure that all of
us as teachers, whether novice or veteran, possess the very best and
possess the very best and most current knowledge available. We have
been too ready to dismiss deep disciplinary knowledge-linguistics,
language development, psychology ofreading and learning, orthography,
literature, and culture-as too distant from the concerns of classroom
teaching to merit much emphasis in our preservice and inservice
programs. As a result we are vulnerable to criticisms that we privilege a
narrow sort of vocationalism in teacher education programs. Both the
teaching profession and teacher educators should insist on more rigorous
standards for teacher knowledge. Teachers who aspire to professional
prerogative must accept the responsibility for keeping their knowledge
current, and they must be prepared to alter their practice on the basis of
new knowledge-to accept the possibility that new knowledge trumps old
practice, no matter how comfortably the old ways fit. In short, they must
possess a disposition for lifelong learning (p. 15).

English Language Learners
English Language Learners (ELLs) are classified as both children and
adults who are learning English as either a second language or an additional
language. These learners have been referred to as English Language Learners
(ELL ' s) English Learners (ELs), non-English speaking (NES), limited English
proficient (LEP), and non-native speakers (NNS). The U .S. government in the
NCLB Act defines limited English proficient students as,
The learner is between the ages of 3 and 21 and is enrolled or preparing to
enroll in an elementary or secondary school. The learner is not
academically proficient in English. He or she does not have English as a
native language or comes from an environment where English is not
dominant or where the environment has a negative impact on proficiency
in English. The learner may not have been born in the United States or
may be a Native American, Alaskan, Native or Pacific Islander. The
learner lacks sufficient proficiency in reading, writing, listening, and
speaking in English so that the individual is not able to meet the proficient
level of achievement on state content assessments and is not able to
achieve in the classrooms where the instruction is in English without
language supports (Short, Vogt & Echevarria , 2008, p. I 0).
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English learners are not all the same in terms of educational background,
literacy levels, living situation, culture, socioeconomic status, parental education,
expectations for schooling, life experiences, mobility, etc. No one group can be
thought of as homogenous (Short, Vogt, Echevarria, 2008). Leaming a second ·
language is a complicated process that takes many years to acquire (Cummins,
1981 , 2006; Short, Vogt, Echevarria, 2008). One must be able to listen, speak,
read, and write in the targeted language and the learner must also be aware of
pragmatics, which means the ways in which context contributes to meaning
(Short, Vogt, Echevarria, 2008).

Language Knowledge
Students have two separate types of learned language; basic
interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language
proficiencies (CALP). BICS refers to language that is undemanding and that
everyone acquires, but at a different level. It is the language of every day. CALP
refers to a more demanding and complex use of language applied in academics to
read, to write, to do math, and to succeed in the content areas. Students can have
proficiency in BICS and teachers may falsely conclude they have proficiency in
CALP also. There are several factors of interest that will affect the success of
English language acquisition such as motivation, access to the language, student
age, student personality, first language development, quality of instruction, and
student cognitive ability (Short, Vogt, & Echevarria, 2008).
Fifty-seven percent of ELL adolescents in the U.S ., are born in the U.S.
(Batalova, Fix, & Murray, 2005). These students are not proficient in English,
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specifically for the secondary school setting. This demonstrates that the U.S.
school system has not been successful in teaching English to this group of
students (Batalova, Fix, & Murray, 2005). The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP), is known as the nation 's report card. A
standardized test that is given in all fifty states at the 41\

gt\ and 12th grade level,

it measures academic proficiencies in areas such as Math and Reading. The
NAEP is the nation 's only survey of students' academic progress that reports data
by the student's English Language ability (Batalova, Fix, & Murray, 2005). To
be proficient, a student's actual performance has to meet the standards that have
been set by the NAEP (Batalova, Fix, & Murray, 2005). ELL's "continue to
perform significantly below expectation at the upper elementary and high school
levels" on the NAEP 's writing and reading assessments (Snow & Biancarosa
2003). To better understand ELL students, one must understand language
acquisition.

The Role of Bilingualism in Learning
Cummins ( 1979/80, 1981 , 1992, & 1993) is a professor at the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto. His work involves
studying students learning English as a second language and their language and
literacy development. Cummins argues that individuals learn basic interpersonal
communication skills (BICS) regardless of IQ or academic aptitude. BICS refers
to every day communication of basic vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation that
is used in daily communication and is undemanding in nature. The only
difference he found in the acquisition ofBICS and CALPS is the level of literacy
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skills. BICS is the type oflanguage that is learned fairly quickly. BICS skills are
superficial, and therefore insufficient and unhelpful in the academic areas where
the language demands of reading and writing are more complex and sophisticated.
CALP involves processing and making meaning of language, a much more
demanding set of skills than those found in BICS. Cummins illustrates this
concern of language with an iceberg comparing the distinct skills of BICS and
CALP (see figure 3).

Pronunciation

Manifestation of

Grammar

Language in Interpersonal

Basic Vocabu lary

Communicative Contexts

Cognitive/ Academic

Manipulation of

Language Proficiency

Language in
Decontextual ized

Academic Situations

Figure 3. The "Iceberg" representation of Language Proficiency (Cummins, 1981 ,
Journal of Education, 163, (16-29).
Cummins (1981) explains the iceberg figure, as the observable language
of "proficiencies of pronunciation, basic vocabulary and grammar, which are
manifested in everyday interpersonal communicative situations, are above the
surface, but the cognitive/academic language proficiency (CALP) required to
manipulate or reflect upon these surface features outside of immediate
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interpersonal contexts is below the surface. CALP is defined as those dimensions
of language proficiency that are strongly related to literacy skills, whereas BI CS
refers to cognitively undemanding manifestations of language proficiency in
interpersonal situations" (p. 23).
Cummins (1981) contends that bilingualism and the inclusion of bilingual
programs greatly enhance the development of the majority language. Cummins
sites seven controlled studies of bilingual programs that show using the native
language to learn the majority language is successful. The studies Cummins
refers to are: Rock Point Navajo Study, Legaretta Study: Direct ESL-Bilingual
Comparison, Nestor School Bilingual Program Evaluation, Santa Fe Bilingual
Program, Sodertalje Program for Finnish Immigrant Children in Sweden,
Manitoba Francophone Study, and Edmonton Ukrainian-English Bilingual
Program.

Rock Point Navajo study. Rock Point Community School is in Northeast
Arizona in the Navajo Nation. This bilingual program began in 1971to help the
district's students who were two years behind in U.S. norms in English reading at
the end of 6 th grade. These statistics were in spite of having an English as a
second language (ESL) program. This bilingual program included instruction in
both Navajo and English separately. Beginning in Kindergarten, Navajo was the
primary language used and instruction in reading was in Navajo. This method
and procedure continued until reading skills were well developed in Navajo, then
English reading instruction began, in 2 nd grade - midyear. Students scored higher
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on standardized achievement tests receiving the bilingual program than those
students receiving an English only program.

Legaretta study: Direct ESL:..Bilingual Comparison. Legaretta conducted a
longitudinal study of eighty, five year old Kindergarteners in California who were
of Spanish background. A comparison of five different program models were
conducted; three types of bilingual programing and two types of English
programs. The study analyzed students' English oral comprehension and
communication in both Spanish and English. It was found that the models using
bilingual instruction produced students with higher levels of English language
skills and the model with a balanced language (50/50) was found to produce the
best results.

Nestor School bilingual program evaluation. Nestor Elementary School in
South Bay Union School District, is located in Imperial Beach, CA. The Nestor
project involved four school districts in San Diego County. Students were of
Spanish and English background. A co-teaching approach was used
where students were instructed primarily in the students' native language (L 1) and
gradually increased second language (L2) until 4 th grade when instruction was
approximately 50/50. In the evaluation it was shown that Spanish background
students made higher gains in English reading for each year in the bilingual
program.

Santa Fe bilingual program. In Santa Fe, New Mexico, schools involved
in this program addressed the needs of their culturally and linguistically different
students. Their goals were to include the history and culture of the ethnic groups
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they served, learn subject matter and communication skills in both their native
language and English and at a deeper level, and ultimately to decrease their dropout rate. Spanish was used 30-50% of the time. Students enrolled in the bilingual
program performed significantly better in reading and math compared to an
English only program.

Sodertalje program for Finnish immigrant children in Sweden. This study
mirrors the results of the Rock Point Navajo study. Finnish immigrant students in
Sweden spoke Finnish at home while the school and society language was
Swedish. In this. study, Finnish was used for teaching in the primary years. At
age nine, Swedish became the main instructional language. Findings show that
teaching students in Finnish helped them to be better at the language of school,
(Swedish) even though·they were learning it three years later.

Manitoba Francophone study. This study in Manitoba, Canada monitored the
minority francophone (French speaking) students' achievement in English. They
found that there was no relationship between the amount of French instruction and
their progress in acquiring English. However the results showed the amount of
French instruction was positively related to their achievement in French.

Edmonton Ukrainian-English bilingual program. This study was of two
groups of Ukranian background students attending a bilingual program in
Edmonton, Canada. These students were compared to unilingual control groups.
The first group spoke Ukraine in the home, the second group did not. Findings
show that the bilingual students were better able to detect unknown sentence
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structures, better able to analyze linguistical input and had greater sensitivity to
feedback clues.
Cummins (1981) sites the previously mentioned studies that were successful
bilingual programs to support instruction using a minority language which helps
not only that language, but promotes a deeper understanding for the students in
both languages. Cummins also argues that other studies have typically shown that
students whose first language (L 1) CALP is more developed, achieve the second
language (L2) CALP more rapidly (Cummins, 1980a). The overall findings of
these programs demonstrate how the minority students' LI proficiency "can be
promoted in school at no cost to the development of proficiency in the majority
language" (Cummins, 1981 , p.21 ).
The dual iceberg in figure 4 illustrates the importance of providing
instruction in early grades using the minority language, where proficiency in "the
surface manifestations" of the child ' s first language is supported, but through such
instruction it promotes "the deeper cognitive and academic skills that underlie the
development of literacy in both the bilingual's languages" (Cummins, 1981 ,
p.23). The evidence for Cummins is clear, CALP development in L2 can be
developed better and at a deeper understanding using L 1. Figure 4 illustrates this
dual-iceberg hypothesis of the interdependence of the minority language with the
majority language.

The Fundamental Pedagogical Principle.for Language Acquisition
Prominent in the field of second language acquisition, Krashen ( 1981 ,
1984, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2009), from The University of Southern California
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I Surface Fea rnres L1

I Sur fa ce Features L2

CognitiYe Academic Language
Profici ency

Figure 4. The "Dual Iceberg" representation of Language Proficiency (Cummins,
1981 , Journal of Education, l 63 , (16-29).

proposed the Fundamental Pedagogical Principle. This principle provides a
theoretical explanation for language acquisition. Krashen has defined the
Fundamental Principle using five hypotheses: the acquisition-learning hypothesis,
the natural order hypot~esis, the monitor hypothesis, the input hypothesis, and the
affective filter hypothesis.

The acquisition-learning hypothesis. This hypothesis alleges there are two
separate means when learning a second language. Acquisition is a subconscious
process like that of learning a first language and does not include error correction.
The learning part is the deliberate knowledge about learning a language.
Leaming would include error correction and direct instruction.

The natural order hypothesis. This hypothesis, simply stated, makes claim
that grammatical structures are acquired (not learned) in a predictable and
sequential order. Krashen further states that first and second language acquisition
may not be in the exact same order, but that it would still be in a predictable
order.
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The monitor hypothesis. This hypothesis addresses the ability to monitor,
or edit language when engaging in speech. Krashen (1981) argues that in this
hypothesis "acquisition" [plays] the central role, claiming that it is acquisition that
is responsible for our fluency in second languages. Leaming has only one
function-it acts as an editor, or Monitor" (p. 52).

The input hypothesis. Krashen (1981) believes that acquisition-learning
hypothesis, natural order hypothesis, and monitor hypothesis all point to
acquisition as being the most important element in learning a second language.
The Input hypothesis says that language is acquired by understanding language at
a level a bit beyond the current level (current level can be represented as stage i),
and the next level of understanding (this can be represented as stage i+ I). Krashen
believes acquisition of-structure takes place by focusing on understanding
messages or obtaining meaning, not focusing on structure. It is important to note
that the input should be comprehensible, or comprehensible input (CI) for
acquisition to occur.

The affective filt er hypothesis. To be successful in acquiring a second
language, certain affective variables need to be present. Krashen lists three
affective filters that are crucial for success, they are: low anxiety, high
motivation, and more self-confidence.
Krashen summarizes these five hypotheses in one claim: "People acquire
second languages when they obtain comprehensible input (CI), and when their
affective filters are low enough to allow the input "in" (Krashen, 1981 , p. 57).
Krashen suggests that the Fundamental Pedagogical Principle explains why
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traditional approaches to teaching a second language do not succeed and why
newer approaches will. Traditional approaches focus on form and error free
acquisition and not meaning, while the goal of newer methods focus on providing
comprehensible input (CI) for understanding the second language and to lower the
filter, thereby raising success for the second language learner. With
understanding of the second language, students will be able to read and converse
outside the classroom so that they can improve and learn in the real world.
Using the concept of comprehensible input (CI) in a classroom
environment (such as a language acquisition room) where the learner would
receive support, benefits language acquisition. This suggests to place students in
rooms with native speakers when a higher level of proficiency is obtained and that
subject matter teachefS'keep language use in their classrooms at a minimum and
anxiety free for the learner.
When a district or school has identified English learners in their
classrooms, the NCLB Act mandates the schools to provide programing for these
learners, in English language instruction and support in the content areas. No one
program is mandated by the act, the only requirement is that it must be designed
from scientific research and be able to demonstrate effectiveness for the district' s
student population (Short, Vogt, Echevarria, 2008). To accomplish this goal ,
districts have used bilingual, dual language, and English as a second language
programs.

Language Acquisition Approaches and Methods
Previous approaches and models used to teach English Language Learners
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which have not been successful in developing academic language have included
the grammar translation method, audiolingualism , and the communicative
approach (Lems, Miller, & Soro, 2010). The grammar translation method focuses
on teaching grammar rules, lists of ,vocabulary, and reading text and then
translating back to your L 1. Little or no attempt is made at communicating in L2.
An audiolingual program has a main goal of promoting communicative
proficiency with a heavy emphasis on pronunciation. Reading and writing are not
the focus of audiolingualism. The communicative approach promotes oral
communication using authentic texts. There is some reading and writing, but it is
not the focus . This approach does not use academic language.
There is more to learning English; learning another language must include
the need to use that language to learn content (Lems, Miller, & Soro, 201 0; Short,
Vogt, Echevarria, 2008; Snow & Biancarosa, 2003). Effective instruction for
ELL' s, then, should include content based instruction in English that includes
teaching about content with support structures that enable students to develop
content knowledge while developing CALP.

Content Based Instruction
Content based instruction (CBI) is another method that teaches English to
ELL 's and simultaneously teaches content. CBI's goal is two-fold. First to
augment an ELL ' s language proficiency, but not just in BICS, but to work
explicitly developing the CALP language students will need to be proficient.
Second, it is to build and expand content knowledge.
In the United States, there are three widely used content based
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instructional models, they are cognitive academic language learning approach
(CALLA), the specially designed academic instruction in English (SDAIE), and
sheltered instruction observation protocol (SIOP). All three of these models are
considered sheltered instruction models. These models share many characteristics
such as activating prior knowledge, developing academic skills, developing
language, hands on learning, authentic assessment, use of subject matter in
instruction, and developing cognitive and metacognitive strategies (Lems, Miller,
Soro, 20 I 0).

Sheltered Instruction Using the SfOP Model
The ultimate goal for teachers working with ELL's is to enable students to
have success in the English spoken classroom and society (Short, Vogt, &
Echevarria, 2008). One approach used to accomplish this is called sheltered
instruction. This type of instruction focuses on developing the students' English
language, but also has a procedure for providing understandable content in the
core areas or comprehensible input. Sheltered instruction is not another program,
but an approach that incorporates quality instructional methods currently used in
the regular classroom along with targeted strategies to help students acquiring
English language skills (Short, Vogt, Echevarria, 2008).
Using a sheltered instructional approach provides and engages English
learners with listening, speaking, reading, and writing about the content area at a
level that is at or a bit above current Engli sh language proficiency. Instruction
moves from full support to less support as students' English improves (Short,
Vogt, Echevarria, 2008). The SIOP model provides such support and has been
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found to be successful in providing an instructional frame that enables teachers to
develop instructional supports for students ' learning. A separate study formed of
independent raters evaluated the SIOP model and found it to be highly reliable
and valid in measuring sheltered instruction (Guarino, Echevarria, Short, Schick,
Forbes, & Rueda, 2001).
The SIOP Model is an organized way or framework of instructing with
English Language Learners. This model uses many strategies or techniques
teachers already employ and are familiar with such as using cooperative learning,
reading comprehension strategies, writers' workshop and differentiated
instruction, but it also adds language objectives, background knowledge, using a
controlled vocabulary, and instruction on academic practice (Short, Vogt,
Echevarria, 2008). The model is flexible so it can be adapted to the needs of
students. The model is organized into thirty features that are categorized into
eight parts.
I.

Lesson preparation: Each lesson is carefully planned paying
attention to the language and content objectives which are posted
and discussed each day with students. Students know what they
are required to learn and can monitor their own development.
Teachers use supplementary materials and adapt the content to aid
in comprehensibility.

2. Building background: To be successful readers, special attention
is paid to building a large vocabulary. Direct instruction is used
to teach key vocabulary and wordstructures/families/relationships.
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Vocabulary is used in many different ways and is routinely
reviewed and practiced. Lessons connect new concepts/ideas to
student' s personal background and previous learning.
3. Comprehensible input. Teachers use sheltered and ESL
techniques and strategies to tailor instruction to match the
students ' level of proficiency. Specific strategies to make material
comprehensible include: modeling, role playing, visual aids and
graphic organizers, adjusting the speed of the lesson that may
include repeating and restating information presented, and
allowing for active participation and hands on activities.
4. Strategies. Research based strategies are used and explicitly
taught and practiced using authentic texts. Teachers build on
student knowledge and ask guiding questions to take students to
deeper levels of understanding of a text.
5. Interaction. Students need widespread practice using and gaining
comfort in using a new language. Modeling of appropriate use of
language, opportunities for students to clarify interpretations, and
ample wait time to process questions and answers need to be
provided. Clarification in their mother tongue may need to be
used to aid in comprehension.
6. Practice and application. New material needs to be practiced
repeatedly and in many different modes. Providing listening,
speaking, reading and writing opportunities and using hands on
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materials facilitates not only learning the content, but allows
students to practice their language skills.
7. Lesson delivery. Classrooms have knowledgeable teachers who
have adequate classroom management skills and routines.
Meaningful activities for active engagement and to keep students
on task is provided. Attention is paid to pacing and both content
and language objectives are met.
8. Review and assessment. Lessons provide time for review at the
end. Teachers monitor and assess students throughout the lesson
and offer students to show comprehension in a variety of ways.
The SIOP model incorporates features supported by research. Part one
includes well developed lesson plans, using supplements, and promoting
meaningful activities which are supported by research (Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall ,
& Tower, 2006/2007; Freeman & Freeman, 1988, 1993 , 2003; Lems, Miller &

Soro 2010; Lynch, 2007; Neufeld, 2005; Stronge, Ward, & Grant, 2011 ; Watkins
& Lindahl, 2007). Building background prepares students to draw on prior
knowledge to link what is already known to the text (Freeman & Freeman 1993,
2003 ; Lems, Miller & Soro 2010; Neufeld, 2005 ; Watkins & Lindahl , 2007) and
is seen by researchers as a critical step in teaching reading. Comprehensible input
(CI) or providing understandable content in the core areas, (using strategies to aid
students' in their instruction) is supported in research (Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall ,

& Tower, 2006/2007; Krashen, 1981; Lin, 2008 ; Lynch, 2007).
A wide variety of research-based strategies and the use of higher level
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thinking with students are included in the SIOP model. Suggested strategies
include before reading, during reading, and after reading activities (Fountas &
Pinnell , 200 I), collaborative learning and several representations of the content
(Lems, Miller, Soro, 20 I 0), summaries either oral, visual , or written (Neufeld,
2005), Request Procedure, that encourages students to develop their own
questions about a text (Tierney & Readence, 2005) and using context clues to
uncover the meaning of unknown vocabulary (Weaver, 2009).
A variety of teacher to student and student to student interactions are
infused in the lessons. These strategies include jigsaw (Fisher & Frey,2008), a
collaborative strategy where each member of a group learns one aspect of an
assignment and then teaches the rest of the group their part, think alouds modeling
thinking (Handfield & Jimenez, 2008), and questioning the author, asking
questions of the authors ' message (Duke & Pearson, 2002).
Time to practice and apply are built into the lessons and students are able
to express themselves in a variety of ways that reflect their different ways of
knowing, comprehending and understanding such as graphic organizers that
visually record and engage students in text (D ' Arcangelo, 2002), music, drama,
or movement, (Lynch, 2007), or art (Smith & Riojas-Cortez, 2010).
SIOP lessons are delivered so that students are engaged and instruction
supports the content and language objectives. Reciprocal teaching teaches
students how to predict, question, clarify, and summarize (Duke & Pearson,
2002), publishing and sharing writing in languages other than English to create
interest, develop confidence and self-esteem (Freeman & Freeman, 2003), play
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and replaying clips from songs, movies, T.V. , or the internet to listen to
pronunciation and learn vocabulary (Lems, Miller, Soro, 2010), or using literature
circles engaging students in heterogeneous, self-selected groups to discuss the
same text (Stien & Beed, 2004) all meet these objectives.
Lessons also provide review of content, feedback, and assessment of
comprehension which has been shown to be a key element in supporting students '
learning (Freeman & Freeman, 2003; Lems, Miller & Soro, 2010; Moore, Bean,
Birdyshaw, & Rycik, 1999; Neufeld, 2005 ; Stien & Beed, 2004). What is key
across the SIOP lesson is the importance of helping students understand how to
read and how to engage in the reading process.

The Reading Process
Reading is a process with the ultimate goal of making meaning using all
the appropriate and effective strategies to help the reader make sense of the text
(Weaver, 2009). Duke and Pearson (2002), contend " good readers are active
readers" (p. 205). Lems, Miller, & Soro (2010) expand reading to " an evolving
interaction between the text and the background knowledge of the reader. This is
accomplished through use of strategies, both cognitive and metacognitive" (p.
170). Students who are expert readers use a variety of strategies before, during,
and after reading (Lems, Miller, & Soro, 2010; Neufeld, 2005) and without
prodding (Neufeld, 2005). Strategies are deliberate actions that a reader uses to
comprehend a text (Jimenez, Garcia, & Pearson, 1996; Tovani, 2004). Students
need to be provided with strategies that reflect what an expert reader uses to
comprehend text (Fisher & Frey, 2008). Research also supports explicit
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instruction of strategies, finding that students improve comprehension from direct
instruction that explicitly teaches them research based strategies (Duke and
Pearson 2002; Fisher & Frey, 2008 ; Neufeld, 2005 ; Short, Vogt, & Echevarria,
2008; Tierney & Readence, 2005).

Explicit Instruction ofStrategies
The gradual release of responsibility model is a model that explicitly
teaches students how to use a strategy and to practice using it in a non-threatening
manner (Fisher & Frey, 2008). Using the gradual release of responsibility model
the teacher models a strategy, then teacher and students do it together, students
then do it together, and finally, the student is able to do the strategy independently
(See figure 5). According to Hinchman, Alvermann, Boyd, Brozo, and Vacca,
(2004) the process of initially teaching and modeling strategies, followed by a
gradual release of responsibility to the student, will enable the students to make
those strategies their own. An effective way to represent practices to students is
through organizing them as before reading, during reading, and after reading
activities.

Before reading strategies. Before reading strategies are used to prepare
students to read and comprehend a text. Students benefit from activating their
background knowledge to think about what they already know about a topic and
then to make connections of what they already know about it to the topic, all
happening before they read (Duke & Pearson, 2002; Echevarria, Vogt, & Short,
2008 ; Freeman, Freeman, & Mercuri , 2003; Neufeld, 2005). Students need to
make connections of the text to themselves, to other texts, and to the world
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TEACHER RESPONSIBILITY

Focus Lesson
Guided Instruction

I do it.

We do it.

You do it together.

I You do it alone.

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

Figure 5. The gradual release ofresponsibility model. (Fisher & Frey, 2008 p. 4).

(Fountas & Pinnell, 2001) for better understanding. Students do not always make
connections with past learning, so teachers need to be explicit and to make those
connections of past learning to the present learning (Echevarria, Vogt, & Short
2008). The type and amount of background knowledge that a student brings to
the text affects the comprehension of a text (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001; Neufeld,
2005; Tierney & Readence, 2005). Neufeld (2005) claims students with limited
background knowledge have difficulty in comprehending a text. When students
do not have background knowledge about a topic, teachers need to use strategies
such as teacher explanations, photos, models, etc. so students will be able to make
connections to that text (Echevarria, Vogt, & Short 2008). Strategies such as KW-L charts, Possible Sentences, List-Group-Label , Contextual Redefinition,
(Tierney, & Readence, 2005) and Quick Writes (Fountas, & Pinnell, 2001 ; Tate,
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2003) are possible strategies for building background knowledge to aid in
comprehension and build vocabulary development.
K-W-L charts (Tierney, & Readence, 2005), used with expository text,
record first what the student knows about a topic, then brainstorming to record
what the student wants to learn (this creates a purpose to read), and finally at the
end of reading, to record what they did learn from the text. Some questions may
not have been answered by the text and this may give students motivation to
continue to read about the same topic on their own.
Students interact with text and learn new vocabulary using Possible
Sentences (Tierney, & Readence, 2005). Key vocabulary from a text is listed and
students are asked to use two of the vocabulary words and write a sentence they
believe will be in the text. Sentences are recorded, regardless if they are
incorrect. The text is read and used to verify or modify the generated sentences.
Other sentences related to the text are produced and recorded.
List-Group-Label (Tierney, & Readence, 2005) is a three part
strategy that involves the teacher to first choose a few vocabulary words related to
the content area learning. Second, students generate related phrases or words and
these are recorded. Finally, students are instructed to sort these phrases and
words and label their categories. As a follow up, sharing students' categories and
their rationale allows other students to " be exposed to ideas and concepts that may
be beyond their experiential background and, thus, enable learning to occur"
(Tierney & Readence, p. 309).
Students are taught the relevance of all the words in a sentence in
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discovering and proving the meaning of unknown words using Contextual
Redefinition (Tierney, & Readence, 2005). Unknown words from a text are
presented in a sentence that will give clues to the unknown word. Discussing
students ' definitions and rationale, models to " less able students the thinking
processes involved in using context to derive a meaning" Tierney & Readence, p.
312).
Quick Writes (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001 ; Tate, 2003) involve students to
write similar words or their knowledge of a topic before reading. "These actions
help them activate and summarize their knowledge and anticipate what they will
read about" (Fountas & Pinnell, p. 453).
Surveying or using the strategy Text Preview (Tierney, & Readence,
2005) prior to reading gives students the chance to examine the text topic thereby
building background knowledge of the text topic and to survey what text
structure/organization has been used (Lapp, Fisher, Grant 2008; Neufeld, 2005).
Authors use different features in texts to aid readers in comprehending text
(Lapp, Fisher, & Grant, 2008). Text Preview includes reading and thinking about
the title, reading the subheadings, reading the introduction and conclusion,
looking at any graphics, and discussing any questions that were raised (Duke &
Pearson, 2002; Neufeld, 2005; Tierney, & Readence, 2005).
Predicting helps students to create a "hypotheses" (Neufeld, 2005 , p. 305)
of what may come next. While reading, students go back and evaluate their
hypotheses or predictions. Predicting helps to activate students' interest and to
build background (Duke & Pearson, 2002; Tierney, & Readence, 2005).
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Anticipation guides (Tierney & Readence, 2005) are used to activate prior
knowledge and/or to introduce topics that will be discussed in the text which then
can be used after reading to look at similarities and differences in beliefs before
reading and after. Students are given a group of 3-7 statements reflecting topics
from the reading. Students are asked to record their belief or opinions about the
topic before reading. A class discussion then takes place that includes opinions
and rationales from both sides. Students read the text and record their belief or
opinions after reading. A follow up "discussion allows students share the new
information gained from reading and how their previous thoughts may have been
modified by what they understand the reading to say" (Tierney & Readence, p.
265).
Students read for many different reasons: for pleasure, to learn content,
the author or genre; but according to D' Arcangelo (2002) good readers read
"strategically, with motivation and purpose" (p. 13) and Duke & Pearson (2002),
state good readers "have clear goals in mind for their reading" (p. 203). Students
need to know specifically what the purpose and goal is of the lesson. Goals and
objectives are clearly communicated and posted for teachers and students to see
(Fisher & Frey 2008), and are reviewed with students (Echevarria, Vogt, & Short
2008). These objectives are derived from district and state standards. Student
may ask themselves, Why am I reading this text? What is the value of reading
this text? What will I be able to do or will I have to do after reading this text?

During reading strategies. During reading, students need to have and use
strategies to actively maintain comprehension and to adjust their thinking when
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comprehension breaks down. Some students with comprehension difficulty often
are unaware that the purpose ofreading is for understanding (Weaver, 2009).
Teaching students to use metacognition or to be consciously aware of what they
are thinking and learning as they read, has an impact on reading success (Lems,
Miller, & Soro, 2010). Using the strategy contextual redefinition (Tierney &
Readence 2005), students use the context of a text to decipher and uncover the
meaning of unknown vocabulary. Induced Imagery (Tierney & Readence 2005),
teaches students to create mental pictures during reading of the text to aid in their
comprehension. Teaching students to summarize text as they read either orally,
visually or written will increase comprehension. Oral summaries include students
pausing in a text and orally restating the main idea at various times. Written
summaries can take the· form of a quick write (Fountas & Pinnell , 2001 ; Tate,
2003) to record what the students have learned from their reading. Visual
summaries using graphic organizers such as venn diagrams, semantic maps and Tcharts, help students understand and organize information in a visual form .
Think-Alouds (Tierney & Readence, 2005) is a strategy where-by an
expert reader slows down and orally describes for less proficient readers the
thinking that occurs while reading, to model strategies used to make sense of the
text. This gives students strategy options to use as they read, particularly when
having difficulty making meaning. Think-Alouds can be used before, during, or
after reading. Making and confirming/modifying predictions, visualizing, linking
to prior knowledge, and fix up strategies can be modeled with a Think-Aloud. Fix
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up strategies include looking back or ahead for clues to aid comprehension,
restating (Kami), 2003), rereading or adjusting the reading rate (Tovani, 2004).

After reading strategies. Strategies after reading are meant to engage
students with each other, the text, and to promote critical thinking. A dialogicalthinking reading lesson (Tierney & Readence, 2005) promotes critical thinking,
speaking, and reflection. Using text, students go back to the text and verify or
clarify information presented. Students share, defend or support their view points
and consider the viewpoints of others. Key parts of this strategy include a key
question, reasons for/against, evaluating reasons, and conclusions. The Inquiry
Chart (Tierney & Readence, 2005) is a similar strategy that uses guided questions
to induce critical thinking to produce a variety of different points of view.
Response heuristic (Tierney & Readence, 2005) is a structured three part writing
activity. Students follow the following format: writing their thoughts of a text,
how they feel about the text or any associations they can make with the text, with
the critical piece including hearing and sharing with others their thoughts,
feelings, or opinions with the opportunity to change their prior thinking. Text
tagging (Tovani, 2004) involves marking interesting or confusing, vocabulary,
ideas not understood while reading or ideas students would like to discuss after
reading.
Other strategies that allow students to express their knowledge of text are
completing graphic organizers such as a K-W-L chart, (Tierney & Readence,
2005), or writing what has been learned in the form of a quick write (Fountas &
Pinnell , 2001 ; Tate, 2003). Sketch to stretch (Tierney & Readence, 2005) allows
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students to share their text perception with drawings and to share these drawings
with other students. Students will discover other readers have different
perceptions of the same text. Reader's Theater (Tierney & Readence, 2005) is a
strategy that provides students with a cooperative activity to self-select, adapt,
interpret, and perform a text to show comprehension. Text is read orally multiple
times allowing students to practice and improve fluency .

Literature Review Conclusions
In the U.S. the numbers of ELL' s are increasing at a faster rate than native
English speaking students. The demographics of ELL' s are changing and even
Iowa' s ELL population is increasing. Efforts to reform the educational system
through NCLB have not helped ELL students since NCLB ' s definition of reading
was defined more as mastering a set of individual skills including phonemic
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. Currently, the
NAEP's high stakes reading and writing report shows an "achievement gap
between English Language Learners and native English speakers" (Short, Vogt, &
Echevarria, 2008).
The SIOP model is validated by research and is a framework that
provides comprehensible input (providing understandable content in the core
areas) for ELL's by using research based reading comprehension strategies taught
explicitly to students. Providing professional development to teachers with
research based strategies will provide support for ELLs ' literacy development.
st

Moore discusses the literacy skills that 21 century students will need:
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Moore et al say:
"Adolescents entering the adult world in the 21st century
will read and write more than at any other time in human
history. They will need advanced levels of literacy to perform their jobs, run their households, act as citizens, and
conduct their personal lives. They will need literacy to
cope with the flood of information they will find everywhere they tum. They will need literacy to feed their
imaginations so they can create the world of the future .
In a complex and sometimes even dangerous world, their
ability to read will be crucial. Continual instruction beyond the early grades is needed." p.99
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THE PROJECT
A series of ten professional development workshops will be implemented
with the district's 5/6 grade level team during the 2013-2014 school year. These
workshops will be held during regular in-service times for approximately one
hour each. These workshops are intended to present researched based strategies
known to increase comprehension in ELL's.

The first workshop will outline the

need for the knowledge about ELL's, introduce the SIOP model , and end with
gathering materials for the next workshop. The SIOP model will be introduced
and shown that it includes many high quality teaching strategies, only adding
specific language objectives, but extensive work using this model will not be
addressed.

Participants will be encouraged to follow the model, but the main

focus of the workshops' will be in implementing research based strategies for best
ELL comprehension.
Each subsequent workshop will be similar; g1vmg a purpose for the
strategy, the intended audience, and finally presenting comprehension and
vocabulary strategies that are simple to use and effective. Using The Gradual
Release of Responsibility Model (Fisher & Frey, 2008), the research based
strategies are modeled, then participants practice using each strategy during the
workshop.

Participants will reflect on their reaction or opinions about the

strategy, and will be asked if they currently use the strategy or how they could use
the strategy in their classroom.

Table 4 illustrates the topics and strategies

implemented during the year. Power point presentations are found in Appendices
A-J.
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The workshop write ups included in this text will also serve as the
workshop handouts for teachers. The purpose of the powerpoint presentations are
to guide the workshop and move through the process of instructing teachers. The
powerpoints serve as a means for flow during the workshop, not for conveying the
content.
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Table 4

Workshops
August, 2013
September, 2013

Workshop 1
Workshop 2

September, 2013

Workshop 3

October, 2013

Workshop 4

November, 2013

Workshop 5

December, 2013

Workshop 6

January, 2014

Worksh~p 7

February, 2014

Workshop 8

March, 2014

Workshop 9

April , 2013

Workshop 10
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*Overview/Need
*Text Preview
*List Group Label
*Anticipation Guides
*Contextual Redefinition
*Think a Louds
*Predicting
*Imagery
*K-W-L Chart
*Possible Sentences
*Double Journal Entry
*Sticky Notes
*Open Mind Portraits
*Quick Writes
*Sketch to Stretch
*Herringbone
*Haiku
*Looping Game
*Celebration/Sharing
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Workshop One English Language Learner Background

English Language Learner Background
Purpose
In the United States, the number of culturally and linguistically diverse
people have increased and their demographics are changing from traditional
immigration states to include states in the Midwest, including Iowa.

Pearson

(2003) in his discussion of the role of literacy in education supports the
importance of being prepared as a teacher for working with a diverse linguistic
population.

Intended Audience
Teachers in Hudson, IA will be the audience during the 2013-2014 school
year.

Procedure
Using the powerpoint in Appendix A, the following discussion will ensue.
1. A graph showing the growing number of ELL ' s in the U.S. and in the

state of Iowa will be shown.
2. The difference between the superficial language acquisition of B.l.C.S.
(the everyday language) and the demanding processing and making meaning of
language or Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (C.A.L.P.), will be
shown.
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3. The reason to use the S.1.O.P. model will show that it has many
features of quality instruction, already used and can be easily adapted to
classrooms. A key component of the model is that in addition to content
objectives, language objectives are also included and shared and posted for
students.
4. The eight components of a S.1.O.P. model lesson will be discussed
5. The staff will compare current practice with the model.
Teachers will be asked to bring a non-fiction text used in instruction and a
class generated list of related vocabulary for the same text to the next workshop.

Pearson, P. D. (2003). The role of professional knowledge in reading reform.
National Council a/Teachers of English, 81(01), 14-15.
Short, D. , Vogt, M. , & Echevarria, J. (2008). The siop model for administrators.
Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
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Workshop Two Text Preview and List-Group-Label

Text Preview
Purpose
Before reading strategies help students to activate their prior knowledge of
a subject, think about what they will be reading, setting a purpose for reading, and
make predictions about the text. The purpose of text preview is to activate the
students' knowledge of a subject, create interest in or motivate the students, build
knowledge about the subject and to look at the specific features of a text.

Intended Audience
Text Previews are best used with upper elementary/middle school and up
and can be used with narrative and expository texts.

Procedure
The powerpoint found in Appendix B will be used to demonstrate Text
Previews and List-Group-Label.

Text Previews have three basic components:

first to build interest and/or make connections to the text, give a brief summary of
the text, and to set a purpose and give directions on how to read the text. This
generally takes five to ten minutes.
First build interest with students by making connections with familiar
topics of the students' and the topic in the text. Students share their thoughts and
real life experiences together. Then the text summary is read to the students.
Students proceed by previewing the text by looking at pictures, and graphics.
With fictional texts, a brief discussion of the theme, characters, setting, and point
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of view allows students know how the text is organized. With non-fictional texts
students notice subheadings, pictures, graphs, charts and diagrams.

With both

genres, students then share any questions they may have or wonder about in the
text. Sharing questions and others ' ideas will build new knowledge and access
background knowledge. Finally students are directed how to read the text or other
specific directions for the reading.
List-Group-Label
Purpose

The National Reading Panel (2000) asserts that there is a strong
relationship between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension.

List

group label is a vocabulary strategy used before reading that helps to develop
vocabulary and allows, students to verbalize, categorize, and label vocabulary
words.
Intended Audience

List-group-label benefits students of all grade levels and is particularly
useful in the content areas.
Procedure

List-group-label involves three steps: listing vocabulary, sorting and
labeling, and explaining and sharing categories of words.
The teacher selects a 1-2 words from the student text reading. The words
selected are of topics being studied by the students and words selected are words
that the students will have some prior knowledge of.
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Students then are asked to add words that are related. Generate a list of
approximately 20-25 words.

Students then are asked to sort their words by

meaning and give each group of words a label or category.
Finally, the students share their categories and state why their words fit in
one particular category. Students may hear some other possible ways to categorize
their words.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, teachers will be instructed to bring in 3-5
statements about concepts to be learned or discussed in a text used in their
classroom. Students need to have some knowledge about the concept but not total
knowledge of.
Teachers will be instructed to bring four sentences that include key
vocabulary from a text and that the meaning of the unknown word can be found
using context clues for the next workshop.
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Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
National Reading Panel. (2000). Teaching children to read: An evidence-based
assessment of the scientific research literature on reading and its
implications for reading instruction: Report of the subgroups.
(NIH Publication No. 00-4754). Washington, DC: National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development.
Tierney, R. J., & Readence, J.E. (2005). Reading strategies and practices a
compendium. (6 ed.). Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
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Workshop Three Anticipation Guides and Contextual Redefinition

Anticipation Guides
Purpose
Anticipation guides activate students' knowledge of a topic before reading
and serve as a class discussion both before and after reading a text. This before
reading strategy allows for active student participation and social interaction.

Intended Audience
Anticipation Guides can be modified to be used at any grade level and can
be used with narrative and expository texts.

Procedure
The powerpoint fo und in Appendix C will be used to demonstrate
Anticipation Guides and Contextual Redefinition.

Select the major concepts

discussed or to be learned by reading the text. Create three to eight statements
relating to the concepts to be learned. Students need to have some knowledge and
understanding of the statements to be able to form an opinion. Students then
respond to the statements and are able to orally justify and share their responses
either with partners or as a group. Students are instructed on how to read the text.
After reading, go back and discuss the statements created and compare opinions
before and after the reading.

Contextual Redefinition
Purpose
Contextual redefinition is a way to teach students to use the context of the
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sentence to find the meaning of unknown words. Using sentences that give clues
to unknown key vocabulary words, students interact with text to find the meaning
of the vocabulary words.

Students highlight words that aid them in finding

meanmg.

Intended Audience
Contextual Redefinition can be used at any grade level and can be used
with narrative and expository texts.

Procedure
Select words necessary to understand in the text for full comprehension.
Write sentences that give students clues to the unknown words meaning. Students
read the sentence using context clues to uncover the meaning of the unknown
word . Students verify· the meaning of the unknown word via the computer or
dictionary.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers wi ll write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They wi ll
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, Teachers will be instructed to bring two texts
for the next workshop, one text that allows students to make predictions and one
text that evokes imagery.
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Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Tierney, R. J. , & Readence, J.E. (2005). Reading strategies and practices a
compendium. (6 ed.). Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
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Workshop Four Think a Louds, Predicting, and Induced Imagery

Think a Louds/Predicting
Purpose
Think a Louds are a way for modeling reading strategies and share
thinking to less proficient readers so students can incorporate these strategies into
their own reading habits. Predicting involves the reader to imagine or make
educated guesses about what the text will be about, what is likely to happen next,
and test to see if the text is making sense. Predicting encourages students to use
their previous knowledge to understand new ideas presented in the text (Duke &
Pearson, 2002). The strategy of predicting to increase interest and
comprehension will be modeled .

Intended Audience
Think a Louds and predicting can be used at any grade level and can be
used with narrative and expository texts.

Procedure
The powerpoint found in Appendix D will be used to demonstrate Think a
Louds, Predicting, and Imagery. Choose a strategy to model. Strategies such as
predicting, induced imagery, linking with prior knowledge, monitoring, and selfcorrecting strategies can be chosen. This workshop will model predicting. The
teacher selects text and models the strategy while students listen and follow along.
The strategy is modeled multiple times for the student. Students then practice the
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strategy m partners.

Finally, students can practice the strategy monitoring

themselves with teacher made checklists.
Induced Imagery
Purpose
Induced imagery encourages students to interact with text by using the
author's words and creating mental pictures of events occurring, processes such as
in science, mathematical shapes, or events in history etc.

Induced imagery

actively engages students and can be used before, during, and after reading to
increase comprehension.
Intended Audience
Induced Imagery can be used at any grade level and can be used with
narrative and expository texts.
Procedure
The strategy of Induced Imagery is stated and students are told this
strategy is useful to help aid in understanding the reading and comprehension of
the text. The strategy is modeled by reading a text and describing the mental
images created throughout the text. Students practice the strategy with partners
and discuss their images and compare their images with their partners. Finally
they do on their own.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
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At the end of the workshop, Teachers will be instructed to bring a short
non-fiction text that students have little to no knowledge of the subject and a list
of fo ur key vocabulary words students may have little to no knowledge of their
meanings for the same text.

Duke, N.K. , & Pearson, P.D. (2002). Effective Practices for developing reading
comprehension. In A.E. Farstrup and S.J. Samuls (Eds.), What
rd
research has to say about reading instructions (3 ed.), Newark,
DE: International Reading Association, pp 205-242.
Fi sher, D. , & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching .
Alexandria, VA : Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Tierney, R. J., & Readence, J.E. (2005) . Reading strategies and practices a
compendium. (6 ed.). Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
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Workshop Five K-W-L Charts and Possible Sentences

K-W-L Charts
Purpose
Graphics organizers are a visual way to organize information. One
possible organizer for expository text is the K-W-L chart. This strategy allows for
active student participation before, during, and after reading.

Intended Audience
K-W-L Charts can be used at any grade level , but especially with upper
elementary/middle school and up, with expository texts.

Procedure
The powerpoinrfound in Appendix E wi ll be used to demonstrate K-W-L
Charts and Possible Sentences. The first step involves thinking about what is
known about a topic to be read about, then sharing and recording students' ideas.
Step two involves students to brainstorm what students want to learn about the
topic of interest, this gives the students a purpose for reading. Students are then
instructed how to read the text. Finally, when students have finished reading the
text, what has been learned is recorded.

Possible Sentences
Purpose
Possible sentences is a vocabulary strategy that helps students to learn new
vocabulary, make predictions about vocabulary that will be found in their reading,
help to provide a purpose for reading and to create interest in a text.
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Intended Audience
Possible Sentences are intended for upper elementary/middle and
secondary students in the content area with expository text.

Procedure
This strategy is a five part strategy. First key vocabulary from the text is
listed by the teacher that is important for students to know to comprehend the text.
Second, students will make sentences that could possibly be in the text. It does
not matter if these sentences from these key vocabulary words are correct. Third,
students read the text and then students evaluate the accuracy of their sentences.
Fourth, students go back to the text and discuss their sentences and either
eliminate or modify their sentences. Finally students are encouraged to create
more sentences, using the text to make them accurate.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, teachers will be instructed to bring a nonfiction text used in their classroom to the next workshop.
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Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Tierney, R. J., & Readence, J.E. (2005). Reading strategies and practices a
compendium. (6 ed.). Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
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Workshop Six Double Entry Diaries and Sticky Notes

Double Entry Diaries
Purpose
Double Entry Diaries is a strategy that helps students to slow down as
they read and to interact and record their thinking about a text.

Intended Audience
Double Entry Diaries are best used with upper elementary/middle and
secondary students in the content area.

Procedure
The powerpoint found in Appendix F will be used to demonstrate Double
Entry Diaries and Stick~ Notes. Using a paper that is divided in half, students use
the left hand column to choose quotes, words, or to write a summary of the text.
This side is the information from the text. The right hand side can be used in
multiple ways, depending on the purpose. Some purposes for the right hand side
are to record students' thinking, questions, text to text/self/world connections, or
what they are visualizing. Students then read the text and complete the graphic
organizer. After reading, give students opportunities to use the information they
wrote about, by discussing and sharing.

Sticky Notes
Purpose
When students are unable to mark in a text, using the strategy of Sticky
Notes can be used to mark a text for easy reference to seek clarification later.
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Possible reasons for marking text are for unknown vocabulary, confusing parts, or
to share thoughts about interesting parts.

Intended Audience
Sticky Notes are intended to use with students in upper
elementary/middle students and up, especially in the content area.

Procedure
A text is chosen. Instruct students to use Sticky Notes to mark text that is
confusing, they encounter an unknown word, or just parts that students would like
to discuss at the end of the reading. Students can write any additional comments
on the sticky note. After reading, students return to the text and discuss marked
parts.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, teachers will be instructed to bring one
fictional text and one non-fiction content area text to the next workshop.

Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Tovani , C. (2004). Do I really need lo leach reading? Content comprehension
grades 6-12. Portland, OR: Stenhouse.
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Workshop Seven Open Mind Portraits and Quick Writes

Open Mind Portraits
Purpose
Open Mind Portraits allow students to think critically about a character or
real person and their point of view.
Intended Audience
Open Mind Portraits can be used for grades 3 and up. They can be used
with both narrative and expository texts.
Procedure
The powerpoint found in Appendix G will be used to demonstrate Open
Mind Portraits and Quick Writes. Students draw the outline of the face of a
character or real person from a text. Several blank pages of the character or
persons mind can be drawn. After reading a text, students illustrate the character
or person using text information. Students either draw or use words to describe
the character or person on the subsequent pages.
Quick Writes
Purpose
Quick Writes prepare students to read and comprehend a text by
activating vocabulary, background knowledge, and making text to text/self/world
connections.
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Intended Audience
Quick Writes can be used at any grade level and can be used with
narrative and expository texts.

Procedure
Depending on purpose, have students write for a specified period of time
(short durations of 15 seconds to two minutes/approximately) during new
vocabulary development, before, during, or after reading a text. Reasons to write
include thinking of synonyms or antonyms during vocabulary development, to
activate prior knowledge before reading, to write key words or phrases during a
reading, or to write summaries/thoughts/feelings/ideas/reflections after reading.
After writing, ideas can be shared in partners/small groups/whole class.
This workshop"Will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, teachers will be instructed to bring in a short
fiction or non-fiction text to the next workshop.

Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Tate, M. L. (2003). Worksheets don't grow dendrites 20 instructional strategies
that engage the brain. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc.
Tompkins, G.E. (2004). 50 literacy strategies: step by step (2nd ed.) . Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Education, Inc.
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Workshop Eight Sketch to Stretch and Herringbone

Sketch to Stretch
Purpose
Sketch to stretch uses sketches as a means to express and share
interpretations of text. Using visuals may add new meanings or allow for
expressing responses visually. A goal of this strategy is for students to see
visually that different readers interpret text in different ways. It also allows others
to share or comment on the interpretations which may lead to a revision of their
initial interpretation.
Intended Audience
Sketch to Stretch"Can be used with any grade level and can be used with
narrative and expository texts.
Procedure
The powerpoint found in Appendix H will be used to demonstrate Sketch
to Stretch and Herringbone. A shared text is chosen and read. Depending on
purpose, students are given a reason/directive to draw what the text means to
them . Sketches are shared so others are able to comment on these with the goal
that students will realize other students have different understandings of the same
text, which may alter their final understanding of the same text.
Herringbone
Purpose
Herringbone is a graphic organizer meant for organizing information to
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improve comprehension. It includes finding the who, what, where, when, why,
and how of a text to discover the main idea of a text.

Intended Audience
Herringbone can be used with grades 2 and up with fiction or expository
texts.

Procedure
Students read a text together. Working in pairs or groups, students discuss
the text and cooperatively decide the who, what, where, when, why, and how of
the text to come up with the main idea. Students complete the graphic organizer
with the information they cooperatively agree on.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, teachers will be instructed to bring in a short
fiction or non-fiction text and six key ideas students in their classrooms need to
know to the next workshop.
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Fisher, D. , & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Harste, J. C. , & Burke, C. L. (1988). Creating classrooms for authors.
Portmsmouth, NH: Heinemann Publishers.
Johnson, B. Retrieved April 28, 2013 , from
http: //literacy.kent.edu/eureka/strategies/herringbone.pdf
Tierney, R. J. , & Readence, J.E. (2005). Reading strategies and practices a
compendium. (6 ed.). Boston, MA : Allyn & Bacon.
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Workshop Nine Haiku and The Looping Game

Haiku
Purpose
After reading, students demonstrate their comprehension by using the
Haiku poem format. This Japanese poem pattern is very short, consisting of three
lines. The first line contains five syllables, second line seven, and the third line
five syllables. This is a text summary and can be adapted to use any of a variety of
grammar components.
Intended Audience
The Haiku Poem is best used for elementary/middle school students and
up. It can be used with both narrative and expository texts.
Procedure
The powerpoint found in Appendix I will be used to demonstrate Haiku
poems and the Looping Game. Students read a selected text. Students are
instructed how to write a Haiku poem and asked to write a Haiku that either
summarizes or answers some other aspect of the reading.
Looping Game
Purpose
The looping game involves choosing key concepts/facts/ideas for students
to learn. Students practice and review information by playing this class card
game.
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Intended Audience
The Looping Game is best used at upper elementary/middle school and up.

Procedure
Each student has a card that contains the answer to another key idea, and a
new question. Taking turns, students ask their question, another child answers
and presents their question, which is linked to yet another student.
This workshop will use the Fisher & Frey (2008) gradual release model to
present the strategy, work on the strategy together, then practice with a partner.
Teachers will write in a reading log their reaction to the strategies. They will
reflect upon the way these strategies might be best used in their classrooms.
At the end of the workshop, teachers will be instructed to be prepared to
share successes, frustrations, questions, or adaptations to strategies learned
throughout the year.

Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2008). Better learning through structured teaching.
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
Nickelsen, L. (1998) Quick activities to build a very voluminous vocabulary.
New York: Scholastic.
Nortan, L. & Land, B.L.J. (2008). 50 literacy strategies step by step. (2 nd ed) .
Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Pearson Education.
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Workshop Ten Celebrate/Share

Celebrate/Share
Purpose
This is an opportunity for teachers to share their success, adaptations, or
frustrations with strategies presented. It is also an opportunity to ask any further
questions teachers may have. Discussion on what may be useful for next year' s
in-services will be explored.

Intended Audience
The Hudson 5/6 team will be the audience.
Procedure
Teachers will be instructed to talk about the strategies during the
workshops that have been used in their classroom and how they worked for their
grade level. Discussions will include any adaptations they may have used as well
as any frustrations they have in the strategies.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this project was to identify specific strategies and to
present a framework to use to deliver effective instruction to use with English
Language Learners.
The project begins with presenting the SIOP protocol, with thirty specific
observable features in eight components for teachers to evaluate their lessons.
Workshops are structured to present research based strategies and to incorporate
time for the strategy to be modeled, practiced, and finally teachers evaluate their
usefulness for their own classroom. Teachers will be given time to gather
materials currently used in their classroom and to use them to practice the
research based strategies.

Limitations
This study and project was limited in that ELL's was not a part of the
literacy program at the University of Northern Iowa but rather a topic of interest.
As the district assimilates more ELL' s, training using the SIOP model will be
necessary and useful.

Recommendations
Further study for staff on language acquisition and bilingualism will give
teachers background on students learning English and their needs. With future
professional development, allowing time for teachers to collaborate and practice
using any other research based strategies will allow for clarification of the
strategy and will ensure teachers know how to use the strategy.
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Comprehensible !nput
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Practice and A.pplication

*Repeat cxintent in many different
modes
*Provide listening, speaking,
writing, and reading opportunities
*Provide hands on activities

.------------------------------

.------------------------------

Strategies

LessonDehery

*Teach research based strate~es
*Explicitly te.ach the strate~es
*Use authentic texts
*Build on student's kn wledge
*Ask guiding question~
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"Teachers with classroom management
techniques
•Establi..<h routines
"M eaningful and active engagement for
students
•Pacing
*Content and language objectiYes are met

ReYi.e,v and Assessment
*Make time for re'\.'iew of content and
v ocabulary at the end ofalesson
*Monitor and assess throughout the
lesson
*A.llo · students to show
c omprehensionin a variety of ways
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Reading Log

~List those
fearures of the
SIOPmodel

-You curr::ntlv
use:

~

ist those
features of the
SIOPmodel
\·ou ne-ed to
add:

Xextlmm'ice

• Bting in a text you will
use in insttuction
t Bring in a list of key
. vocabulary for your text

Bibliographv

Short, D., ogt, M._, &Echevarria, J.
(2008). Iiiesiopm<Xklfor
adm.irustrators. B ostcn, M .\: All_yn
& Ba...".00.
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Appendix B

Before Reading Strategies
Text Preview
List Group Label
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Before Reading Strategies

Pl"'9cedure Step 1:

*Text Preview
*List Group Label

Bui Id interest to make a
connection between a fami liar
topic of the students' and the
topic in the text. Talk about
their real life experiences.
Read the text pr eview to the
students.

Text Preview Purpose

Step 2:

Strategies to use befor e
reading to increase
comprehension

Text preview is an opportuni · o engage
•
studen s in:
"draw ing f rom studen s· background knowledge
abo a particu lar opic before they a ally
read the t ext
" 1 erest/ motivate studen s ma particu la r
opic
"builds knowledge about the subject before
the read ing

Text Preview Audie.nee

*Easy to use
*Intended for middle
school/high school
students

05/05/2013

Preview pictures,
graphics, captions.

Step 3 for Fiction

Have a brief discussion of the
theme, characters, setting , and
point of view.This will allow
students to know how the text
is organized.
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Ste.p 3 Non-Fiction

Notice
subheadings,
pictures, graphs,
charts, diagrams

We Do Together

*With the text
provided, let's
practice text
preview together.

Step 4 :
Ask students if they wonder
or have any questions a bout
what will happen in the te.x t.
Shar ing questions and others '
ideas wi ll bu ild new knowledge
and access backg r ound
knowledge .

*With your partner,
practice text
preview w/your text
together.

Step 5:

Reading Log

You may suggest an
approach on how to
read the text or
specific directions for
reading.
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You do it togethe.r

"In you r r ead ing log , write you r
r eaction , r eflection or
opin ions a bout us ing text
pr ev iew.
"Do you use th is strategy or
will you t ry th is strategy?
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List-Group-Label Purpose

A Strategy used to:
"'improve vocabulary
"'improve categorization skills
"'improve memory of new
concepts

2. Define vocabulary words.
(Students define using a
dictionary, either on their
own, in partners, or each
student having a separate
word.)

Audience

Use with
students 9f any
age-

Four Part Procedure

1. List vocabulary words
(Teacher selected words
should be from the topic
they are learning/reading
about.)

05/05/2013

3. Students group the
vocabulary words.
(The categories are by
meaning only, not number of
letters, rhyming, etc.)

Categorize

4. Teacher records
categories of words
as the students
verbally states the
category.
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We do together

Next in-service
"'13 r ing 3-5 statement s
• non-fiction or f ict ion t ext

*With the vocabulary
list provided, we will
practice List-GroupLabel together.

• about concepts t o be lear ned by
that r eading
• students have knowledge abou t but
do not have t ot al knowfedge of

You do togethel"

Next in-service

*With the list of
vocabulary words you
brought, pra~tice
List-Group-Label with
your partner.

Bring in 4 sentences
• has key vocabulary
• the meaning of the
unknown word can be
found using context clues.

Reading Log

Bibliography:

"In you r r ead ing log . wr ite you r
r eaction , r ef lection or
opinions about using text
preview.
"Do you use this strategy or
wi ll you t ry th is strategy?
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T ier ru:y, R. J . , 6. Re4dence , J _ E. (2005) .

Rc4ding :trGtcgiu C1nd practice: :
compendium (6th ed .) . 6():ton :
Pecu-:on Allyn 6. B4con .

A
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Appendix C
Before Reading Strategies
Anticipation Guides
Contextual Redefinition
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Strate.gies to use before
reading to j ncreag
~
ion

*Use at any

grade level

Procedure

*Anticipation Guide
•Contextual Redefinition

*1. Identify major
ideas/ concepts to be
learned by reading
the text.

Anticipation Guides Purpose

* Act ivate students'
knowledge on a top ic
before read ing
*A guide for discuss ion
before and ofter read ing
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*Students reflect on
what they know
about the
topic/ concepts.
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*Ct'eat e 3-8 s atement s N:la ing
to he c..o-ncept .s to be lear-ne.d.
St udent s need t o have some
knowledge and under.st and ing
of t he .st a t emen .s t o form an
opinion .

.

*Students respond to the
statements either aqreeing
or disagreeing with fhe
stat e ments and are able to
orally j ust ify their
respons e .

*Students
read the text.

*Go back and discuss
the statements
created and compar e
OP-inions before and
after r eading.

We Dolt

*As a group or in
partners, discuss
both s ides of the
issue.
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*Using an anticipation
guide from Sounder h
we will go tnrou_gh t e
st':-P,S of an anticipation
gu1oe.
.
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You Do I t Together
*Usin.9 the statements
you c r ought , go
th rough the steps of
the ant icipation guide
with your partner .

* Use with al I grade
levels where
students encounter
unknown words

Reading Log
,.In your read inq IQq, writ e
yo ur react ion, 1'ef1ect ion or
opir:ii9ns <;1b out !JSing an
aht1c1pat ron guide.
,.Do yo u use t his strat ~
or
w ill you try t his strat egy?

#1. Select key
unfamiliar words
from the text
reading

Contextual Redefinition Purpose.

*"' 5-"u:knts

use th e con ext of the
sen ence o discover e ,nooni ng
of unkno1vnwo rds.

*S dents exami ne e.ach word for
clues abo the unknown word.
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*#2. Wr ite a sentence
that gi ves students
clues to the unknown
wor ds meaning
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Reading Log

*#3. Students read
the sentence using
context clues to
uncover the meaning of
the unknown word.

""In your read inq lo_q , write
your reaction, 1'ef1ection or
op inions about using
cbntextual redef inTtion.
"'Do you use th is strat~ or
will you try th is strategy?

Next in-service

*#4. Students
high Iight the words
that aide them in
uncover ing the meaning
of the unl<nown word

Br ing two texts:
*Allows students to
make predictions
*Text that evokes
imagery

Bibtiogrophy
*#5. Students verify
the meaning of the
unknown word via
computer or dictionary
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Tierney, R. J ., &. Re-Odcnce , J. E.
(2005) . Reading stratt:9ics and
practius: A rompcn.dium (6th ed.).
Boston:
Pe.arson Allyn &. ~

-
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Appendix D
During Reading Strategies
Think a Louds
Predicting
Imagery
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Audience

Students of
all ages

During
Reading
Strategies

Procedure
L Toochu CM<>SeS a tui.

Think Alouds,
Predicting , &
·Induced
Imagery

2. Trocher ~-tops CIT \IC!l'iow: ~-taqes in tile
rooa i ng aoo asks to roalce a prediction
such as 1,Mt wi II oopper, neJd, et c.?
3 . T«iidl,er gus back to predictions and
he prediction isconf,m,eo er etajusted.

Induced Imagery

Predicting
Purpose:
ltTo monitor if text is making sense
it use.s.student.s prev iousknow ledge
to understand new ideas
it Actively engages student.s
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Purpose:
~

To acti\'cly imoi,-e str.tder,t s -..·nile rectdi r,g

text
~To a i d ~ of ext seqaer.ci ng,
CMractus (J(' e-.<e-nts
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Audience

Audience

Students of
all ages

Students of
all ages

Procedure

Procedure

1. Use text that uses many
descriptors

2. Ask st,1.1dents to create a
menta l. picture in their head
as they read the text
3. Ask what picture they have
created and share

Think Alouds
rpose.:

1. Choose.

Ont:,

strote.qy

O

mod£!

2. Se.le,; a t.xt to mode.I tM strate.qy
3. Proc i u. t1;e strate.qy and wri e.
w he.re. you " i 11stop and unve.i I your

fhoos,

l'-se.s

4. Encourage .stooe. , s to use. tJ.e
strate.qy i n tl.eir rtXld i r,gs

I inking
aloud/ Predicting

Model:

" To mode.I compre.:he.nsicm strategies
* Unvei l or.e's
stra

inki ng while.us rng tM

e.qy

" Give. sfude. s a tool to use. as :he.y
N:00 ext
"Increase. s1ude. s' rompre.h.e.ns ion
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Read along with the
text as I model the
strategy of predicting.
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You Do Together

You Do Together

With your partner, use
the think aloud
strategy to model how
to use the strategy of
predicting

With your partner, use
the think aloud
strategy to model how
to use the strategy of
induced imagery.

Reading Log
"In your r~d ing lo!'.j, wr: ite

your react ion, reflect ion
or opini6ns about using a
think aloud with
pred ict ion.
*Do you use this strategy
or will you try this
strategy?

"'In your r~d in9 log, write
your l"eact10n, refl ection or
opinions about using a th ink
aloud with induced 1ma9ery.
"'Do ou use th is strategy or
w i I you try th is strategy?

1

Next Inservice
Read along with the
text as I model the
~trategyof induced
imagery.
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• Br-ing a shol"t non-fic.tion t ext
you would expect your- s tudent s
to have little t o no kr.owledge of
t he subje ct.
• Bt•ing a lis t of 4 key vocabu lary
woros s tudent s may have li ttle
to no knowledge of t heirmeanings for- t he same t ext .
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Bib Iiography
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(2005). Reading strategics and
prOGtiGcs: A ~ i u m (6th ed.).
Boston:
Pearson Allyn cl Bae.on.
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Appendix E
•

Before, During, and After Reading Strategies
K-W-L Chart
Possible Sentences

05/05/2013
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Audience

Before,
During, and

After
Strategies

Intended for
older students
with expository
text.

Procedure
K-W-L Charts
• and
· Possible
Sentences

1. Teacher asks students to
brain.storm what is known
about a top ic that they will
be read ing about. Record
the known, e ither as a class
or ind ividual.

K-W-L Purpose
. Three steps to activate
background knowledge,
stimulate interest, and
record learning.

05/05/2013

2. Brainstorm what
students want to learn
about the top ic of interest .
Students now have a
purpose for read ing.
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3 . During or after read ing,
discuss and record what has
been learned . Check what
answers still have not been
answered by the text.

"'In your read ing log, write
your reaction, reflection or
opinions about using a K-W-L
chart.
*Do you use th is strategy or
will you try th is strategy?

Possible Sentences

We Do Together

*With the text
provid~d, lefs
practice using a
K-W-L chart.

You do it together
*With your partner
and your text.
practice, using a
K-W-L chart
together.

05/05/2013

h.lpose

* etJ:rr, r,e,n occtbulary tr= th.e ro:tdi ng
* Pre:iict sente nces mat rMl'{ occur in the
reooing
* S ive c. purpose fw rect'di ng

*S

il!I Ir.rte interest in

e l"M{jing

Audience

Intended for middle
and secondary
students in the
content area
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Procedure
2~ 5"T'\XlU'i1'.;

"NF'Owc,rd...- froi!:-i "the, · ;.1 C!'IC
geav..rcn C ~t::t· 'thqk t:q' l'c. ir,
~

,u. 1<Jrt.

Reading Log
jl(In your r~d ing log, wr:ite
your react ion, reflect ion
or opinions about using
possible sentences.
"Do you use th is strategy
or will you try this
strategy?

We do together

Next Inservice

*With the vocabulary
provided, we will
practice using possible
sentences.

•Bring a text that is
more difficult. Students
may have difficulty
understanding, question
events, or be confused
with vocabulary.

You do it together

Bibliography

*With your partner
and your vocabulary
words, practice using
possible sentences.
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Tierney, R. J., &. Rcodcnc.c , J. E.
(2005) . Rc<iding str<itegics and
proctius : A compendium (6th ed.).
llostOfl:

P=rson Allyn&. Bae.on.
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Appendix F
During Reading Strategies
Double Journal Entry
Sticky Notes

05/05/2013
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*

~

***

During reading
strategies

*

***

Double' Entry Diary
and sticky notes

De,_

Ii; Journ:11 t>iar i£S

*

***

0 Purpose
0 "" o nold th.i nki ng so~ dent s
will remember ari::! be able o
use it ariotner t ime.
0""5 dens oome thei r i rikirig
0 "make co nee ·ons t o t ne opi c.

05/05/2013

**

Aud ience

OMidd le and high school*
stud ents
OWorks well especially in
the content area

*

*

Procedure

0 51\Joc s mc.ki;conn& ionsora.sk
G"U£S i ons c6oot me, ext
0 A the end of reooi ng .9:1 e stud-r. s
i rne o ask tnei rq-.J£....<T rort5. t>isruss.
dar rfyand c lror , Oll)o'
mi riderstand ir,gs.

We do together

*

*

***

0 With the text
provided we wil I
together use a
double entry diary.
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You do it toge t fter

0 With your partner ~
use the double entry
diary strategy with
your text

**
*

OMiddleand high schoo l *
students

OWorks well especialty in
the cont ent area

**
*

Re.ad,ng Les

Audience

""In your reading log. wr it e ~
N:.action. reflec t ion or opinio ns
about us ing a double e t ry dia ry
"'Do you use t his st ra eqy or will
you t ry t his st ra eqy?

Procedure

*
* **

o Purpm
0 Siud£ s hold "l\e ir thrnkuig and
mark a vct
O Aftu re.adi r,;,. o soore hinkir,g
about a ext

05/05/2013

**
*

O L Ov,c,;,u,.. ..,~1,c-"'11.,1~ , ~ k ~.
V"O'Tto...~ I re;:,cw..e . ~ ;t· be ~ u . ~ . ~
=o('jjo.::_>"; ,: ffr:u ' ,'0-Cdbubry.

0 2.. :5TUC·~-r;,-; f'e!X. arc· IJ.l rq :.'1i:=ky r,c,~; They
t:'\:'"k p ~=e,; . 1TheTt...-.-r Thct-,.~ y h.a-.~o
rca~. To or M..c. o ..crt.ol"';;;..

·~-

0 -3. S'T\Jec ":1.; w-r-""tc:. r-h.c...r

0 4.

St icky Not es

*
**

,k ' '9C'!'\1~~

;::u;; .:,,~ur-; ~~

*

~

OUsing t he text

***

provi ded , let's practice
using sticky notes.
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YIJ'J do I 1"09£the.r

OWith the text you

*

Bibl iography

***

bro ught , practice using
sticky notes with your
partner.

**

~

"In your readil'lg log. write *
reac.tioo. r-eflec. ion or opinions
about ~ il'lg s t icky note_s,
"Do you use t his s trategy or will
you try t his s t rategy?

Next In-Service

**

O"Bring one fictiona~
text
0" Bring one text from
your content area

05/05/2013

*

iw

*

0

*

***

T°'"-ci C. ·~- X""4} ~~d -=!..) ~.:it~ ~
r.c::.t..~,. ~ ~.o:! i:.~-~•..cu.cr.o: tr.:..Zz&.':
~r--1...z.si C1r... S,e,..,.:c~
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Appendix G
During and After Reading Strategies
Open Mind Portrait
Quick Writes

05/05/2013
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Aud ience

During or
After Reading
Strategies

Students of
all ages

')

Open Mind
Portraits
and~Quick
Writes
Open Mind Portraits

Purpose:
*Hap studcftts to think

. . . . about G Charadeor person
*Ads.ct C'Mftts frotn the
charactw or pa-soM'

viewpoint

05/05/2013

>)

Procedure

,.
z.

1. 51udlftts .,_

CIII . . .

ffllnd

Al IMllfttl read. . _ IMCllft

points about th&

chanetw/.,.._.. fWJ/or IMCllft
...ts

S. Aftw ........

*'- th&

fou of th& chm adW/.,.._.. •
CIII01tw- flCII*'. Attach all po,es

We do together

With the text
provided, let's
practice making an

open mind portrait
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You o i t together

With your partner

and text, practice
the strategy of
open mind

Audience

Students

of all

ages

portraits

Pr ocedu re

Read ing Log

.,i
.

~1

fl

-In yoar ..._., log, wftc
yoar rcactlan. rcflectlml ..
. . . . about using . . . . .
... portrait.
*t)o you UN this ffl'Gtagy «'
. . ~ try this m-ategf?

}))

1. Choo• an obJec'tfw
u. while tcachmg

2.

wcabukry.Pf'I

fnfonnatton. or reodlng o

tut
3. Stopcrt lntawls
4. Studcms write to o
tcacha'pi~

Quick Writes

Pcrpose:
*E~age students
*Write ideas
*Reinforce knowledge
*Organize ideas

05/05/2013

We do it

*With the text
provided, let's
practice a quick

write.
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You do it together

Bibliography

*With your
partner and your
text, practice
using a quick
write.

Reading Log

>,

Next In-Service

*Bring a short
text, either

fiction or nonfiction

05/05/2013

,)

'Ml, M. L (200.ll, ~ d o n ' t
flOWCMJ-*fliesl0""'1vcffo,d

,o--.tllaren,apedlebnlfn.
Thousand oats, CA: Corwin,.,_.,
Inc.

Tomplclnl, G.E. (200.ll, Lltffllr.yfot
die 2i- CllfllClq (red.), Upper
Saddle ltlwc, N J : ~
HIIL
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Appendix H
After Reading Strategies
Sketch to Stretch
Herringbone

05/05/2013
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During or After
Reading
Strategies

A UDIENCE

oStudents
of all ages

PROCEDURE

SKETCH TO STRETCH

AND HERRINGBONE

S KETCH TO STRETCH

oPur pose
Help students to use
drawings or sketches as
way to express and s har e
inter pr etati ens of text.

05/05/2013

oChoose a text
oReadtext
oAsk students to respond to
the t ext by sketching
oSt udents share their
s ket ches and the ir
interp retat ions

WE DO IT TOGETHER

o With the text
provided, let's
practice sketch
to stretch.
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Y OU DO IT TOG ETHER

A UDIENCE

oWith your
partner and text,
prcctice sketch
to stretch.

oStudents
' second grade
and up

R EA DI NG LOG

PROCEDURE

o1. Givestudents the
herr ing bone organ izer.
o2 . Point out featu res
I o3. Read text
o4. Students answer the
questions.
1

HE RRING BONE

WE DO TOG ETHE R

oPurpose
To organize
information and aid in
comprehension.
.r.

05/05/2013

oWith the text
provided, let's
practice using
the herringbone
strategy.

'·
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You

DO IT TOGETHER

oWith your
partner and text,
practice using
the herringbone
strategy.

REA DI G LOG

NEXT

I t -SE RVICE

oBring a short
text
oBring 6 key ideas
your students
need to know

05/05/2013

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Appendix I
After Reading Strategies
Haiku
Looping Game

05/05/2013
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A UDIENCE

oUpper
Elementary/
middle school

AFTER
READING
• STRATEGIES

•

P ROCEDURE

o1. Introduce Haiku

writing. pointing out
features
o2. Read a text
o3. Students make a
summary us1 ng the
Haiku patter n

f!fAIKU AND THE

e LOOPING GAME

HAIKU

oPurpose:
To improve writing
using brief text
summaries

05/05/2013

•

WE DOTI

o*With the text
provided, let's
practice writing
Haiku together

•

•
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You

DO IT TOG ETHER

A UDIENCE

o*With your partner
and text, practice
using the Haiku
strategy.

oUpper

•

Elementary/
middle school

REA DING LOG

*In your read ing log, wr ite
your react ion, refl ection
or opinion.s about Haiku.
""Do you us ~ th is strategy
or will you try th is
strategy?

PROCEDURE

•

05/05/2013

ol. Choose key concepts to
be learned
o2. Write out quest ion.sand
an.swers , looping them
together
o3. Each studet1t has a card
and quest ion.s are asked and
answered unt il everyone has
played their card

WE

LOOPit G GAME

oPurpose
*Engage Students
*Practice learning new
information
*Have fun

•

•

e

DO TOG ETHER

oUsing the cards I've
made and the answer
key, we'll practice
playing the looping
game

•
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You

DO IT TOG ETHER

oWith your partner
and your key ideas
you brought, design
your own looping
game, following the
provided pattern

BIBLIOG RA PHY
0 -l=k81;,,~.

•

•

NEXT I N-SE RVICE

oBe prepared to share
successes ,
frustrations, questions,
or adaptations to
strategies Iearned
throughout the year
•

05/05/2013

Jew y ork :

s

J _(2C08j- 60 ,Y'tt!racy·
: , t ~·a ,;rep C)' ,;tep. (2"-' ea ). ll?;><-r ::,x<i,.
~'C,f" , U .: ?ror;ictJ", ~~1..

0 ·.JonCY+, L &~r,:i ,

REA DING L OG

*In your read ing log, write
your reaction , refl ect ion
or op inions about us ing
the loo~ing game.
*Do you use th is strategy
or will you try this
strategy?

o ;,;,&) Q.Ji: j, c:r, , ·. ,- to t,,x)d C

~ , , . r'Ot\Mr,YKJat:; 'P"fFt--abi/."a'?'·

5:ct\olo.-rc_

.,
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Appendix J

;,
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Celebrate/Share
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Adaptations

Celebrate/ Share

Successes

OWhat strategies
have you tried that
were successful?

Quest ions

OWhat questions do
you still have?

05/05/2013

0 What adaptations
have you tried?

Frustrat ions

OWhat frustrations
have you
encountered?

Contacts

OShare contact
information
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Oit's been a great
year! Thank you for
your time.
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